


Such a dj.&inction w&3 eSSGn%ial, far here the rtotivc of the crime 

was athe persecution of EL national ~J~OUP ~6 81 ch; otherwise, the 

act listed in section 111, nen~ely, the prohibition G?I” restriction 

of the use of the national tongue, especially in @dUOaticn, the 

destruction of books and publications, the dcstructiW of 

historical or religious monumsnts, might CONCORD the individual 

members of a national minority, and in that CBBQ, they should be . 

condemned not by tbe convention but by the l3tarnationn2 BiLl of 

Rights which was in process of preparation. 

&II. Morozov quoted passages from Professor Lemkino’ pi book, 

"AZ&I Rule in Occupied Europe”, which showed that ETitl@rita 

Germany, in the act,ian w?xioh it took with o, view to tho annihilution 

of certain national groups - an action sntirsly independent of the 

00naUOt of military operaticns -- h&h ccmitted, in occu~iad 

territories, R, sarie~ of acts direct~a againat the kind of mti~mJ 

culture as had been described in section III, p~~~~a~~s (a), (b) 

and (c) of tho prapo~al.~ of ,the USSR delegation* fu0ng the 

countries victiims of those ffitlerian moas~es, &$r, Morozov 

mmtiQn@d Luxembourg, Losralne, PoXand and the part UP the USSR 

territory that had been under enemy occupation, 

Kfl e PEREZ-PEROZO (Venezuela) recalled that in its 

resolution of 13 December 1946, the General Assembly had etreseod 

the fact that genocide aeprmd. humanity of the GUh,Wa~ contribu- 

tions of certain human groups. It was, therefore, important that 

the convention which the Gommittee was called upon to &txw up 

crhould protect the cultural. heritage oI? national. @cups against 

systematic destructian of the kind. committed by the HitLer regime. 

The cultural bond wau one of the most Important factors among 

those which united a national group, and that was so true that it 

was possible to wipe out a human group, as such, by destroying %ts 

culture.1 heritage, wbil.~; allowing the inaiviaua2 members of the 

group to survive. The physical destuacticn of individua.ls was not 
---- , 



wide extension of the concept of genocide, which might possibly 

exceed the framework traced by the General Assembly. The fact 

which initiated the General Assembly resolution had been the 

systematic massacre of Jews by the nazi authorities during the 

course of the Last l-:&r, Were the Committee to attempt to cover 

too trlde a field- in the preparation of a draft convention for 

example, in attempting to define cultural genocide --however 

reprehenaibLe that crime tight be -.. it might well run the risk 

to find that some States woula refuse to ratify the convention or 

wauld, give their signature only after a long period devoted to the 

study of the question. 

Speaking as the repreeentatire of the United States of 

America, Mr, MA?XTOS felt that it was the repression of barbarous 

acts against individuals forming a group which above all shocked. 

the conscience of mankind, an& it was, therefore, on the 

~~ndem.nafi~a of physical. genocide that agreement would be most 

easily reached between Member States. Section ITT of the USSR 

memorandum really referred the defenss of national ininorities, 

eepecially in times of war, and on that account it should be 

included in the conventions regarding war. 

I&‘, A,?xOUL (Lebanon) drew the Committeels attention to I&‘, A,?xOUL (Lebanon) drew the Committeels attention to 

the difficulty of defining genocide and to certain points that the hifficulty of defining genocide and to certain points that 

that question raised, that question raised, The physical destruction of a human group The physical destruction of a human group 

wae certainly not the only form which genocide could take, but wae certainly not the only form which genocide could take, but 

immediately the question of cultural genociae was mooted, confusion immediately the question of cultural genociae was mooted, confusion 

with certain measures of national. or international interest might with certain measures of national. or international interest might 

arise, arise, For example I For example I it had been necessary, in the interests of it had been necessary, in the interests of 

/ / WOl?ld WOl?ld 
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to destroy the idea of the X?~~CJY*~I”‘U 

world peace, to 

youth, in order 

would ruther base the ccnvention on the sim$)ler concept of would ruther base the ccnvention on the sim$)ler concept of 

physical genocide e physical genocide e 

Mr, RIJDZINSKI (Poland) attached great ~~n~~~~~~n~~~ to Mr, RIJDZINSKI (Poland) attached great ~~n~~~~~~n~~~ to 

notion of cultural genocide, notion of cultural genocide, as his country had suf’Y~?red mo~‘e as his country had suf’Y~?red mo~‘e 

! $, 
j especially from that particular crime. He felt ) hoT;:fovtzr, that: a 

distinction had to be drawn between that form af * genp; 1d.e an& f&j 

physical extermination of a group. The destruGt1 cn of the: ~u~~~~~l~~~ 

heritage of a group should be suppressed as a pr~“pa~r’“.c’~!?~? r,.c( 4,&# 

physical extermination, 

Mr. ORDONNEAU (France) said that his country w&h:! 

specially interested In the suppression of cultural ~~~r~~~~,d~~ .i,n 

culture in general, to which France had always Bern devote&. A 

cultural group as such was not necessarily a natl.cns.3. g,,mup3, but 

might equally well be a racial or religious communll;y, 

In pwagraphs (a), (b) and (C) Of SeCtiOn 1x3 ~2 the USSR 

memorandum there %7&s I indeed, listed a series of acts ccmingr 
,  I  

within the concept of cultural genocide, but the list ~a8 

incomplete, while the Secretariatls proposals mentioned other acts 

of a like nature, such as the dispersal: of teachers and ~~t~l~~~.~~~~~~ 

belonging to a cultural group and the forced displacement of youth 

so as it might be prevented from receiving education in accordance 

with the ideas of the group e ’ 

That all went to show the difficu2ty of defining cuZturaJ, 

/genocide 
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1 genocide and 0jE' Inr :llJd-i.llp, htA<:h a definitfon in an international 

c onvel. 1-t i on " Moreover? t4e; "~~~eSSiOX1 Of mO$jt acts of genocide 

should b@ provided. PSX ii2 the cover1an.L on humal,. rj.ght;s, at present 

In prellaration. Durj.ng the drafting of that covexlant) whjch t,as, 

OS a mcrF3 general scope, it WOUND be possible to arrive at; a 

definition of much @'eater value than any which might l;e e&-qtga 

when a m?re limited conception of genocide was under discussion.,. 

There w&8 &ho %bO ,lmidi. of some overlapping ia advance betbreen 

,- the point8 covered by the two instruments. 

In spite of the importance that it attached to cultural 
. 

gsnocide which is a crimGi against th@ conscience of mankind, the 

French delegation would now adopt a waiting attitude, for, above 

all, it was neceasa3z+y to succeed in drafting a convention 

condemning physical genocide. 

Mr, I,IN MOUSHENG (China) said that he had already 

expressed the Chinese delegation's opinion during the second 

meating of the Committee. Referring to the various vietrs 

sxpressed by the representatives of France and the Un3.01~ Of Soviet 

$jQcQ&lj"st &3pl.Llblicx? : he f&t that the represenTative of France -was 

,pi&t in stating that the listing of the various asPets of 
3 r ., 

gepocide would result in the limite,tj.o,n of the conventfon's scoPe- 

Finally, he agreed lrl.th the representative Of Lebmoa -that 

yBe cultural ~est~uct:Lon of a gm~p W&B tantamount in effect to 

the dsstruction of.%he @'ouP- 

*!+%s 

Mr. MQ'BIQi!OV (Union of Soviet Socialist Rer.*h7qna' 
:. 4 

.,. 
nointed out that the membars of the Cozrmi'ttoe were 

in agreement 
/  .  

( , I  



the case in point, however, the Committee was asked to deal with a 

specific problem. Now it had been shown, and r~~~~~~~~~‘~~~ nd’ the 

fact was world wide, that cultural genocide was a matter %:hI.ch had. 

to be included in international legislation, Section III of the 

USSR memorandum aimed at showing that the acts enumerated therein 

came under the crime listed as genocide, 

It was obvious that the def’inition of genocide was not an 

easy task, That difficulty J however, should not lead the ~~~~~~~~~ 

to shirk its duty, but rather to redouble its efforts to find t3 

formula embodying a unanimous solution of the g,usstion. 

Mr. AZKOUL (Lebanon), in reply to the remarks of the 

representative of the United States, read the groambla of the 

General Assembly resolution calling attention to the losses 

genocide inflicted upon humanity which, by the destruction of a 

human group, found itself deprived of the oultural contribution 

of that group. Contrary to the opinion voiced by the United States 

delegation, that resolution made it a duty for the Ccmmittee to 

mention cultural genocide and not to restrict the convention ta 

the physical protection of human groups, 
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Mr. MAKTCS (United States of AmerictL) maintained that 

the convent,ion should reflect the main points of public opinion 

on the matter. The members of the Comittoe showed a tendency to 

go beyond the aims speciflah by Members of the General Assembly in 

the resolution they had adopted, 

He felt that the General Assembly had had in view only the 

physical aspect of genocide and that if, as stated by the 

representative of Lebanon, its Members had meant to include In the 

resolution other forms of that crime, such as cultural genocide, 

then the resolution would not have received EJO many votes. They 

had to deal with two clearly different cases and it was essential 

to deal with them separately. 

In the attempt to cover all forms of genocide, the Committee 

ran the risk of failing to rualize its ob,ject. Kt would be chila's 

play for any &ever lawyer to find a large number of new definitions 

uf genocide : it way precisely that profusion which had to be 

Mr. OPDONNXAU (Yrttnco) said that the draft convention 

submitted by hi8 dele~,atlon (document l3/62z/Add.l) conta.inea a 

minimum number of articles und might be taken as a basis of a 

convention likely to be ratified with but little delay. In that 

wa;l' I a realistic step f’orwwcl would be taken whi.ch could be 

The French plan in the first place, studied physical ge~r~oclde, I 

which was the most important form of that crime, It stipulated 

that genocide should be supprassed by an international court, for, 

In the national field. it was Governments $hich perpetuated the 

crime or at least were itsaccomplices. 

As regards cultural genocide, the IWench.deXsgation adopt4 

the same attitude of reserve as the United States representative, 



Mr. Ordonneau. 

\ 
* America. said that his countrv 'WE 
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I the Pre@~ and in;fcnmWan and could agree to limitation only in ,.,I/: 
', L' .,., I. well-defined and exceptional cases, That exception only concerned 

: 
: C%tiOns involving a. Violation of the rights of others and of which "T$ F&y 

_' 
American courts were the judges. Subject to this explicit 7 :; 

,, 
reservation he agreed to the principle of suppressing propaganda ~, * 

,, :, -', 
'_ " for genocide. W' ,," * _ 

,, '.. 'I 
I ,, 

Mr. LIN MCUSHENC (China) requested that the systematic ._ ._, ;' _' ,, ., ; . distribution of narcotic &rugs for the purpose of bringing about a j_ .& j ,' * 
the physical debilitation of a human group be included in the list 

., of measures or acts aimed against a national culture. ~,~-~:~-:.~~~:.:;-.:,, 
, 

Mr, RUiZXNSKI (Poland) pointed out that the United States 
: ' ,b,.?,&%, ; 

: representative had not accepted section VI of the draft convention : 
'. * 

submitted by the USSR regarding punishment of propaganda for 
.; 

.'. .. genocide, because he considered that a provision of that kind'might 
'. 

'. ,,. endanger freedom of the Press and freedom of expression In general, ~-- :... . . . . : b i: b ;~ -5s Furthermore, Mr. Rudzinski thou&t that section P, paragraph 2, 
-. :.,,- \ 

covering direct public incitement to commit acts of genocide,, was -_ 
>: 

a .; I: (, .a 7 ,*+ ; in fact connected with the suppression of propaganda for tha-6 crime, 
._ ', ,.- :: . It, seemed to him that there existed there a contradiction. Cl .- ,,' :, : ,_ ', .  ̂ ,,: .: ;, ‘,'- -L The cHAZRMAN agreed that action should be taken against ..:.' ., --' . ,;, _.: ': .s,, the Press and other media of information when they were guilty of 

,,,,_... 
_:,, :. I.. ,.,,; .direct incitement to commit acts of genocide, just as it was : ,I,, c 
..'!I .‘ ._ $& necessary to repress association and any form of Collusion for .i'+, :, ' ..q ;- . ,. ,, ,$ "" , 

-, .;$jq . the purpose of committing genocide, 
‘1‘ q ~ c&~!. : 

Mr. RUDZlNSKI (Poland.) thought that incitement to comit 

genocide should be punishable, whether it was oral or used large- 

scale media of‘ diffusion such as the Preas, radio and films. 

The CBAIRMAN romarked.that gropaganda did. not always 

constitute culpable incitement, In hls apinion,.it assumed that 

I /character 
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character only when the courts determI.ned its existence. 

As representative of ‘the United States, he would be obliged 

to withdraw the agreement in principle which ho hod juRt given, 

if the terms of the Convention proved to be in controdiotion with 

the Constitution of hifl country insofar as the freedom of the Pruss 

wag concerned, 

Mr, OFDONNEAU (France) referred to article 2 of the 

draft submitted by the French delegation (document E/623/Add,l) 

and was of the opinion that under the circumatancee, an atteml.t, 

provocation or incitement to commit genocide were only valid if 

they were linked with the crime referred to, He waEtB against I,oo 

explicit an enumeration of the means of provocation and incitement 

used by offenders, and preferred to keep to very general definitions, 

which could be applied more easily. With these reservationn he 

thought that his Soviet colleague might agree to the provisions 

of the French draft. 

Mr. AZKOUL (Lebanon) urged the necessity of mentioning 

in the Convention acts, of propaganda constituting in some way a 

psychological preparation for the crime of genocide. Ho~~ever, he 

on the freedom of the Press, 

He was merely anxious that culpable acts of this nature 

should be prevented and repre88ed, in exactly the game way ~18 acme 

of the artiales of the penah code of the State of New York 

/provided 

wanted to point out one difficulty: in war time it was not uncommon 

for a State to have recourse to press and radio campaigns aimed at 

arousing hatred against the enemy, It wa8 clear tha:t such campa&na 

which helped to raise the morale of its citizens should not be 

consldered as propaganda for the incitement of genocide, 

Mr. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Sociali& Republics) 

pointed out that he had not the least desire to make an attack 
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provided for limitations of the freedom of the press. This being 

80, he was of the opinion that the Committee could PXTQOS~ the 

condemnation of propaganda for genocide carried on through the 

various media of information. 

Mr, CRTJONNEAU (France) replied to the remark made by 

Mr, Azkoul, In his opinion, the point was to repress propaganda 

aimed, for instance, at the total destruction of an enemy country 

as such. Tncitcments of this nature went beyond the limits of war 

itself, which was not without certain laws. Indeed, war should 

only be a means to force an adveraar,y to submit on a whole number 

of conditions, The point at issue was to establish principles and, 

not to Judge concrete cases, 

Mr. AZKOUL (Lebanon) gave further illustration of his 

point and took the case of a State at war seeking soLsly to sustain 

the morale of Itu people. Ito Government and Press might possibly 

stir up hatred of the enemy country wlfhout wishing to bring about 

itit3 c0mph3tt3 a~~t~m.0fl. In that case how was a distfnctioa to 

be made between the will to win the war and the will to destroy 

the enemy country as such? 

Mr, MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) replied 

that while not contesting the right to wage war, he was opPsed to 

the violation af the laws of war. Be had in mind particularly the 

crimes c0i2d3tf3a by Bit&r, who sought to extorminats millions of 

human beings because he wished to bring about the destruction of 

the national or raoial group to which thay belonged, The criterion. 

should therefore be the motives by which the propaganda wan 

inspired, &nce, ~x-ocEW,H~~S should be taken against propaganda 

when it preached f&e dor&natidn of the fl0-062ua "inferior" races 

by the so-called '"superior" races, 

/Mr, AZKOUL 
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Mr, AZKOUL, (Lebanon) thought that campaigns of hatred 

should be prohibited before acts of genocide were committed, but 

that they should be distinguished from defence measures 

necessitated by the circumstances of war. 

Mr. ORDONNEAU (France) thought that it was merely a 

question of application which would be decided by the competent 

courts when they were in possession of texts such as article II 

of the French draft. 

. 

Mr. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) shared 

the view of’ the representative of France. At the present stage of 

its work, the Committee should confine itself to stating the 

general ideas that should guide the future Convention. No law 

could be applied without an interpretation by the judge, because 

justice could not be renclereh automatically. 

The CEAIRMAN asked Mr, Ordonneau which of the French 

terms “provocation” or “instigation” was the equivalent of the - 

English term “conspira 1cy” ‘1 

Mr, ORDOIVNEAU (France) made it clear that “provocation” - 

was a stronger term than “instigation”. because the former 

presupposed an urging towards the accomplishment of an act. 

“Conspiracy” indicated the association of several individuals 

grouped together for the accomplishment of a harmful act, 

The CHAIRMAN aaid that in his opinion it was & matter 

of repressing attempts ma conspiracy, 

Mr. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) thought 

that a particular severity was required with regard to Press. radio 

and films. Those media of information were aimed. at the masses, 

whose moral sense they were’sometimes likely to distort, 

/ The recent 
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The recent war had revealed in a diaturbfng manner the very 

pernicious nature of the influence of the hitlerite Press on 

people ’ 8 minds. That Press could be held responsible for the 

death of several million human beings W 

Hitler had stated very clearly that the task of the German 

nation waa not only to conquer its enemies but to exterminate them. 

In view of the connection between paragraph 2 of section V 

and section VII, he suggested they should be merged so that direct 

public incitement to commit genocide would also apply pr0paga;nda 

in any form, He considered that on this point the Convention 

should be drafted in clear terms and that it should provide for 

the repression of the acts referred to by national tribunals, 

Mr. ORDONNEXJ (France) pointed out that the French 

draft had, on that point, the same object as the Soviet draft. 

But unlike the latter, it did not enumerate the meana of propaganda 

that were to be condemned, Such an enumeration would present 

f30230~8 aiffiOuxm. Because of its restrictive nature, it would 

run the risk of allowing new and unforeseen forms of propaganda 

to go unpunished, such as aircraft tracing watchwords in the sky, 

He thought that it would be preferable to use a general 

term such as ‘“provocation” which moreover was full. of meening for 

jurists L 

Mr. AZKOUL (Lebanon) said that the question of whether . 

propaganda was’the equivalent of provocation could be solved. when 

the work of the Committee reached the drafting stage. For the 

time being, it was sufficient to know that the term “provocation” 

was applicable to propaganda when the 1att;er was connected with 

the crime of genocide, 

/Mr, MOROZOV 
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is i : ,<~ i ; 
‘!I, .‘.,, )/ Mr, M()ROZOV (IJnion of Soviet SoCidi.St RepUhli(JB) bgrCa& 
j”jP !‘.Y,, 
:,j: ,, ‘, 8, . 
.:i : ,,’ ‘4 I., 1 ,: is’ with this proposal. 
,I ; ;I 
:i,_ f,/ " / ,' :, ;' ; !.,_~,I At the request of the CHAIRUN, Mr. MOROZOV (Union of 
i ),:I 
! 
1 ,, , soviet Socialist Republics) formulated the principle concerned fn 

.',, 
;,I'~ 
,. the following terms: 

I 
,", ': . . "The Committee notes that the Convention should make 
', :: L ', !'"!/( ,( it a punishable offence to ongage in any form of Propaganda 

/j /:.; :! 8, : ',: ,jm ,,,, for genocide (the Press> radio, Cinema, etc.) aimed at d,".; 
?j /,: ,'I:; 
.j; ',' ,?', j 1 inciting racial, national or religious enmity or hatred and i ,I. ", ,,a ,' 1 j' 1' / 
,;j ,( designed t,o provoke the commission of ah3 of genocide." ! 
:, .,,I ', I:'#, ,.,: 

':. .:, i ,' ,, Mr, ORDONNEAU (France) said he had difficulty in accept- "!! ,)_ ,' 
1 i (' ,I.,. 

<',- ,' , ing that definition which, in his opinion, did not cover all forms :: ,/:I/ 
'1, 

i’ ‘,“‘,” of propaganda; the latter might Indeed be of an insidious nature. : I' I' ,,, .i ,:. '5 
; : 0,: '/ The French delegation supported the Soviet formula only in so far 

') ,, : 
as direct propaganda was concerned. 

Mr. RTJDZINSRI (Poland) thought that in order to be 

covered by the proposed international convention, propaganda of 

genocide ought to be of a twofold nature: (1) when it was aimed 

at Inciting national enmities; (2) when it was characterized by 

the incitement to commit genocide, 

When the latter element was lacking, Polish domestic 

legislation, for instance, provided for the repression of this 

propaganda by the competent national tribunals, 

Mr. ATKOUL @banon) concluded, in the light of the 

explanation given by Mr. Rudzinski, that thGr@ VW.: nc) essential 

difference between the Soviet and the French drafts. He supp&t& 

8 latter in so far as the principle was concerned. 

/Mr, ORDONNEAU 
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MY'. ORDONNFAU (France) said that he too agreed with the 

principle of condemning propaganda but without accepting any text. 

In reply to a quest;ion by Mr. PERELFEROZO (Venezuela), 

Mr, MORQZOV {Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) pointed out that 

the words "techniques of genocide" in section IV, paragraph 2 of the 

Soviet memorandum meant gas chambers, cremation ovens, pseudo- 

biological research and any other means of extermination used, for 

instance, by the Nazis during the recent war, 

I 
/ 

I 

, 
j, 
j’ 
I’ 
1,: ! 

Mr, 5RDONlVEAU (France) thought it would be advisable to 

mention the r'techniques" in question in the Convention, Neverthe- 

1: 
i' 
I.' 
/ 
1, j: 

less, he considered that a too precise enumeration should be 

avoided and that it whould not be forgotten that the means referred 

to bt310ngea to the cat5gory of attempts to commit,the orime of 

genociae , 

Mr, LIN MOUSFLENG (China) expressed the view that 

genocide consisted in acts aimed against a national, racial, 

religious (or political) group for the purpose of destroying that 

group and hindering its development, 

In his opinion, the acts referred to involve& the total or 

partial physical destruction of a group of that kind; the fact 

of imposing upon the latter living conditions likely to bring about 

its total or partial physical destruction; the destruction of its 

culture or the suppression of its language, etc.,.; conspiracies 

of individuals, attemp%s or provocative acts aimed at committing 

the acts thai had just been enumerated, 

The CWRMAB, speaking as the'representative of the 

:l United States of America, said he was unable to commit his 

. 

/Government 



Government beyond cbnspiracy and incitement to commit genocide. 

Those questions cam6 under the fundamental legislative provision 

of the United States Constitution. He reserved the right to 

withdraw, if necessary, the agreement in principle which he had 

, , : : , . i  

, i, , ,  

i , , , .  : ,, : ';. ., .I (, ;: : 1 I! :i ,, ', 1 I 4. 

given. 

Mr. ORDONNEAU (France) agreed that only the signature 

of the Convention could bind the Governments concerned. 

The meeting rose ot 6 p,m. 

18 


